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It is shown that generic N-party pure quantum states 共with equidimensional subsystems兲 are uniquely
determined by their reduced states of just over half the parties; in other words, all the information in almost all
N-party pure states is in the set of reduced states of just over half the parties. For N even, the reduced states in
fewer than N / 2 parties are shown to be an insufficient description of almost all states 共similar results hold when
N is odd兲. It is noted that real algebraic geometry is a natural framework for any analysis of parts of quantum
states: two simple polynomials, a quadratic and a cubic, contain all of their structure. Algorithmic techniques
are described which can provide conditions for sets of reduced states to belong to pure or mixed states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Given parts of pure, multiparty, quantum states, where the
parts are reduced states in subsets of the parties, what does
one know about the whole? One might have expected that
the parts leave something out: that most pure states contain
higher-order correlations that are independent of the lowerorder ones. This is not the case.
In fact, knowing the reduced states in appropriate subsets
of the parties specifies the state completely 关1,2兴; the only
state, pure or mixed, consistent with these reduced states is
the original state itself. Thus all the information in most pure
multiparty states resides in these reduced states.
In 关2兴 upper and lower bounds were found on the size of
the subsets whose reduced states determine the full pure
states. It was shown that reduced states in no more than
two-thirds of the parties are sufficient 共generically兲. The upper bound was independent of the local dimension, but the
lower bound in 关2兴 was dimension dependent, varying from
about 18.9% for qubits 共d = 2兲 and increasing monotonically
to one-half for large local dimension. A main result of this
paper is to improve both bounds to close to one-half.
Specifically we show that, considering the m-party reduced states of an N-party pure state 共each party having equidimensional Hilbert spaces兲, a small, interesting 共see Fig. 1兲
set of reduced states in m = dN / 2e + 1 parties 共where d e and b c
indicate rounding up and down to the nearest integer兲 almost
always forms a unique description of the state. We also prove
the lower bound that the bN / 2c-party reduced states of pure
states do not uniquely distinguish them from other pure or
mixed states.
A question, closely related to the above, is, given a set of
reduced states, under what circumstances are they compatible with any states 共not necessarily unique or pure兲 of the
full system. One can think of reduced states as jigsaw puzzle
pieces and the question is whether there exist one, or more,
jigsaw puzzles of which these are some of the pieces. In 关1兴
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examples were given which show this can be a complicated
issue and a number of authors 关3–6兴 have made partial
progress. In Sec. IV, by giving a particular characterization
of quantum states, we describe how real algebraic geometry
共RAG兲—the geometric study of real roots of polynomials
关7兴—provides a unified mathematical description for these
quantum jigsaw puzzles. Methods from RAG provide systematic algorithms for tasks like finding conditions that sets
of reduced states must satisfy in order to be compatible with
a quantum state of the full system. While future developments in algorithmic RAG may well make it a useful tool for
questions of this sort, these tasks appear to be hard in a
technical sense. Despite this, given the simplicity of the
equations involved, a sphere and cubic surface 关Eq. 共22兲兴,
there is hope that analytic progress can be made.
Section II provides the proof of the upper bound that reduced states in 艌dN / 2e + 1 parties generically uniquely characterize the state. Section III proves the lower bound. Section
IV reveals how real algebraic geometry provides a framework for understanding questions about parts of quantum
states. We conclude with some open questions.
II. UPPER BOUND

We consider a pure quantum state of N parties, each of
which has a d-dimensional Hilbert space. In the first instance

FIG. 1. The four overlapping, five-party reduced states AEFGH,
BEFGH, CEFGH, DEFGH are almost always a sufficient description
of the eight-party pure state 兩典ABCDEFGH.
012324-1
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we will consider the case that N is even. We will show that
almost every such quantum state is completely determined
by its reduced states of N / 2 + 1 parties: for almost every pure
state of N parties, the unique state, pure or mixed, consistent
with these reduced states is the original state.
N 兲
reduced states of 共N / 2 + 1兲 parties. In
There are 共 N/2+1
fact, we will show that knowledge of only N / 2 of them is
sufficient, generically, to uniquely specify an N-party pure
state consistent with them. The set of N / 2 reduced states
may be described as follows. Select N / 2 parties 共for convenience and without loss of generality we take these to be
parties N / 2 + 1 , N / 2 + 2 , . . . , N兲; then form 共N / 2 + 1兲-party re-

duced states by combining these N / 2 parties with one further
party. Since there are N / 2 choices for this last party we have
a set of N / 2 共N / 2 + 1兲-party reduced states—this is illustrated in Fig. 1 for N = 8. We will write the original pure state
as
d

兩典N =

兺

i1,. . .,iN

ai1,i2,. . .,iN兩i1, . . . ,iN典.

共1兲

Let us consider one of these reduced states obtained by tracing out parties 2 , 3 , . . . , N / 2 and call it 1:

d

兺

1 =

兩i ,iN/2+1, . . . ,iN典具j1, jN/2+1, . . . , jN兩.

ai1,. . .,iNa*j ,i

共2兲

1 2,. . .,iN/2 j N/2+1,. . .,j N 1

i1,. . .,iN,
j1,jN/2+1,. . .,jN

The most general state of N parties, for which this is a reduced state, will typically be mixed. To allow for this possibility, we consider an environment E with which the system
might be entangled in such a way that the whole system is in
a pure state 兩典. The most general pure state of system plus
environment, consistent with 1, is

Eq. 共4兲 to prove our result that the 共N / 2 + 1兲-party reduced
states uniquely specify a pure quantum state of N parties.
It will be convenient to rewrite each state 兩Ei1 ,i ,. . .,i 典
2 3
N/2
explicitly as an entangled state of system plus environment:

d

d

兩  1典 =

兺
i ,. . .,i
1

ai1,. . .,iN兩i1,iN/2+1, . . . ,iN典兩Ei1 ,i

2 3,. . .,iN/2

典,

共3兲

=

N

where the states 兩Ei1 ,. . .,i 典 are states of parties 2,3, up to
2
N/2
N / 2, plus the environment. The dN/2−1 vectors 兩Ei1 ,i ,. . .,i 典
2 3
N/2
must satisfy
具Ei1 ,. . .,i 兩E1j ,. . .,j 典 = ␦i2 j2, . . . , ␦iN/2 jN/2
2

兩Ei1 ,i ,. . .,i 典
2 3
N/2

N/2

2

N/2

共4兲

to ensure that the state 兩1典, when reduced to parties
共1 , N / 2 + 1 , . . . , N兲, yields 1. In fact we will not need to use

兺

兩j2, . . . , jN/2典兩ei1 ,. . .,i
2

j2,. . .,jN/2

N/2;j 2,. . .,j N/2

典, 共5兲

where 兩ei1 ,. . .,i ;j ,. . .,j 典 are states of the environment which
2
N/2 2
N/2
need not be normalized or orthogonal, but must only be such
that 共4兲 holds. The upper index on the vectors 兩e典 denotes the
fact that these are the states of the environment arising from
purifications of 1.
兩1典, the most general pure state of system and environment consistent with 1, is then

d

兺

兩  1典 =

i1,. . .,iN,

ai1,j2,. . .,jN/2,iN/2+1,. . .,iN兩i1, . . . ,iN典兩e1j ,. . .,j
2

N/2;i2,. . .,iN/2

典.

共6兲

j2,. . .,jN/2

If 2 is the reduced state of parties 共2 , N / 2 + 1 , N / 2 + 2 , . . . , N兲 arising from the original state 兩典N then 兩2典, the most general
state of system plus environment consistent with 2, is
d

兩  2典 =

兺

i1,. . .,iN,

a j1,i2,j3,. . .,jN/2,iN/2+1,. . .,iN兩i1, . . . ,iN典兩e2j ,j

1 3,. . .,j N/2;i1,i3,. . .,iN/2

j1,j3. . .jN/2
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1 and 2 are both 共N / 2 + 1兲-party reduced states of the original pure state 兩典N. 1 and 2 have parties N / 2 , . . . , N in
common: 1 is a state of party 1 and parties 共N / 2
+ 1兲 , . . . , N and 2, party 2 and parties 共N / 2 + 1兲 , . . . , N. There
are analogous states 兩3典 , . . . , 兩N/2典 arising from the reduced
states 3 , . . . , N/2. For there to exist one or more pure states
which have 1 , . . . , N/2 as their reduced states, these states
兩1典 , . . . , 兩N/2典 must be equal.
We will show below that this requirement leads to
兩e1j ,. . .,j
2

N/2;i2,. . .,iN/2

1
典 = ␦ j2i2␦ j3i3, . . . , ␦ jN/2iN/2兩e11,.
. .,1;11,. . .,1典;

共8兲
all environment states are multiples of a fixed state
1
1
1
1
兩e11,.
. .,1;11,. . .,1典 so that 兩 典 = 兩典N兩e11,. . .,1;11,. . .,1典. 兩 典 is a
product state of the original pure state with a state of the
environment. Hence, the unique state of the system consistent with the reduced states is 兩典N, the original state.
We now prove this result. We first deduce conditions on
the states of the environment imposed by requiring 兩1典
= 兩2典. From Eqs. 共6兲 and 共7兲 and comparing terms,
d

兺
j ,. . .,j
2

ai1,j2,. . .,jN/2,iN/2+1,. . .,iN兩e1j ,. . .,j
2

N/2;i2,. . .,iN/2

典

III. LOWER BOUND

N/2

d

=

关兩ec1 ,v ;c ,c 典 − 兩ec2 ,v ,c ,c 典兴 are all indexed by u—so between
2 ⬘ 2 v
1 ⬘ 1 v
equations with different u values, the coefficients will differ.
Let us treat 兩e1j ,v ;c ,c 典 , 兩e2j ,v ;c ,c 典 and 关兩ec1 ,v ;c ,c 典
1 ⬘ 1 v
2 ⬘ 2 v
2 ⬘ 2 v
− 兩ec2 ,v ,c ,c 典兴 for all v⬘, j1 ⫽ c1, j2 ⫽ c2, as the variables in a
1 ⬘ 1 v
set of dN/2 homogeneous equations indexed by u. There are
2dN/2−1 − dN/2−2 of these variables 关recall that 共c1 , c2 , cv兲 are
fixed兴. Since we know that all of the coefficients of the variables are distinct, and generically there is no relationship
between them, we can pick a subset of 2dN/2−1 − dN/2−2 equations from the dN/2 and solve to show 兩e1j ,v ;c ,c 典 = 0 for all
2 ⬘ 2 v
v⬘ , j2 ⫽ c2, 兩e2j ,v ;c ,c 典 = 0 for all v⬘ , j1 ⫽ c1, and 兩ec1 ,v ;c ,c 典
⬘
1
1 v
2 ⬘ 2 v
= 兩ec2 ,v ,c ,c 典 for all v⬘. By repeating the above procedure for
1 ⬘ 1 v
1
典.
different c2 and cv values we find 兩e1j ,v⬘;i ,v典 = ␦ j2i2兩e1,v
⬘;1,v
2
2
1
2
1
r
Having considered 兩 典 = 兩 典 we now study 兩 典 = 兩 典 for
all r, 1 ⬍ r 艋 N / 2, and find similarly 兩e1j ,w ;i ,w典
r ⬘ r
1
典 where w = i2 , i3 , . . . , ir−1 , ir+1 , . . . , iN/2 and w⬘
= ␦ jrir兩e1,w
;1,w
⬘
= j2 , j3 , . . . , jr−1 , jr+1 , . . . , jN/2. Combining these results we
obtain Eq. 共8兲. A similar analysis can be repeated for N odd.
Here a set of 共N − 1兲 / 2 reduced states in 共N + 3兲 / 2 parties,
generically, uniquely determines the quantum state.

兺
j ,j ,. . .,j
1 3

a j1,i2,j3,. . .,jN/2,iN/2+1,. . .,iN兩e2j ,j

典,
1 3,. . .,j N/2;i1,i3,. . .,iN/2

N/2

共9兲
for all 共i1 , . . . , iN兲. Writing u = iN/2+1 , . . . , iN v = i3 , . . . , iN/2, v⬘
= j3 , . . . , jN/2 the above becomes

兺 ai ,j ,v⬘,u兩e1j ,v⬘;i ,v典 = 兺 a j ,i ,v⬘,u兩e2j ,v⬘;i ,v典,

j2,v⬘

1 2

2

2

1 2

j1,v⬘

1

1

共10兲

for all 共i1 , i2 , u , v兲. It is convenient to rewrite this as

兺

1

j2⫽i2,v⬘

+

ai1,j2,v⬘,u兩e j ,v⬘;i ,v典 −
2
2

兺

2

j1⫽i1,v⬘

a j1,i2,v⬘,u兩e j ,v⬘;i ,v典
1
1

兺 ai ,i ,v⬘,u关兩ei1 ,v⬘;i ,v典 − 兩ei2 ,v⬘,i ,v典兴 = 0
v⬘

1 2

2

2

1

共11兲

1

for all 共i1 , i2 , u , v兲. Note that the index u takes dN/2 values.
Let us set 共i1 , i2 , v兲 = 共c1 , c2 , cv兲 for some constant integers
c1 , c2 , cv. We will consider sets of dN/2 equations in which u
varies and the other indices are fixed. The above equation
becomes

兺

j2⫽c2

1

ac1,j2,v⬘,u兩e j ,v⬘;c ,c 典 −
2
2 v
j

v⬘

兺

2

1⫽c1

We now derive a lower bound: the reduced states of this
fraction of the parties are not sufficient 共generically兲 to allow
one to reconstruct a unique state of the full system. Again
one starts with a pure state 兩典N of N parties. We calculate all
m-party reduced states. We then ask whether these 共 mN 兲
m-party reduced states are consistent with a unique starting
state 共i.e., 兩典兲 or whether there are other 共typically mixed兲
states of N parties consistent with these 共 mN 兲 m-party reduced
states. We show that reduced states of bN / 2c parties do not
contain enough information to reconstruct a unique state.
Consider a starting N-party pure state 兩典N. Let us calculate from it the reduced state 共1兲 of the first m parties 共m
艋 N / 2兲. This will typically have rank dm, and we may expand it as

a j1,c2,v⬘,u兩e j ,v⬘;c ,c 典
1
1 v

dm



+

兺
v⬘

=

共1兲
兩v共1兲
兺
a 典具va 兩,
a=1

dm

共1兲

兩 典 =
−

2
兩ec ,v⬘,c ,c 典兴
1
1 v

= 0.

共12兲

For a given u, the
共j2 ⫽ c2兲,
2
all have
兩e j ,v⬘;c ,c 典 共j1 ⫽ c1兲, and
1
1 v
different coefficients for all j1 , j2 , v⬘ values. Similarly, on
comparing any two equations with different u values one
notes that the coefficients of 兩e1j ,v ;c ,c 典, 兩e2j ,v ;c ,c 典 and
2

2 v

1

共1兲
兩v共1兲
兺
a 典兩Fa 典,
a=1

共14兲

d

terms in 兩e1j ,v ;c ,c 典
2 ⬘ 2 v
关兩ec1 ,v⬘;c ,c 典 − 兩ec2 ,v⬘,c ,c 典兴
2
2 v
1
1 v

⬘

共13兲

共1兲
where 兩v共1兲
a 典 are non-normalized eigenvectors of  . The
most general state of N parties consistent with this reduced
state will be mixed and of rank dN. It will be convenient to
purify this mixed state of N parties to a state 兩共1兲典 of N
parties plus an environment of dimension dN. So,

v⬘
1
ac1,c2,v⬘,u关兩ec ,v⬘;c ,c 典
2
2 v

共1兲

⬘

1 v
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兩F共1兲
a 典=

兺,. . .,i

im+1
dm

共1兲

兩 典 =

共1兲
兩im+1, . . . ,iN典兩f ai

m+1,. . .,iN

典,

共15兲

N

d

兺 兺

a=1 im+1,. . .,iN

共1兲
兩v共1兲
a 典兩im+1, . . . ,iN典兩f ai

m+1,. . .,iN

典. 共16兲
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共1兲
The dm ⫻ dN−m = dN states 兩f ai
典 of the environment
m+1,. . .,iN
must satisfy

兺

共1兲
具f ai

im+1,. . .,iN
共1兲

m+1,. . .,iN

共1兲
兩f bi

m+1,. . .,iN

典 = ␦ab ,

It may be that not all the constraints described are independent. An upper bound on the number of independent constraints is thus

共17兲
C = 2d2N

共1兲

for 兩 典 to reduce to  , the original reduced state of the
first m parties. In the following we will group indices, writ共1兲
ing 兩f ai
典 = 兩f 共1兲典,  = 1 , . . . , dN. Given a particular purifim+1. . .iN
cation of a mixed m-party state one can form others by a
unitary transformation on the environment alone. Let us fix
this freedom by rotating the states 兩f 共1兲典 so that they are expressed in the following way with respect to a fixed orthonormal basis, 兩1典 , 兩2典 , . . . , 兩dN典, of the environment:
共1兲
兩f 共1兲
1 典 = ␣1,1兩1典,
共1兲
共1兲
兩f 共1兲
2 典 = ␣2,1兩1典 + ␣2,2兩2典,
共1兲
共1兲
共1兲
兩f 共1兲
3 典 = ␣3,1兩1典 + ␣3,2兩2典 + ␣3,3兩3典,

共1兲

共1兲

共1兲

共18兲

We may use the unitary freedom on the environment to
arrange for the ␣共1兲, to be real; the remaining coefficients
␣共1兲, 共 ⬍ 兲 will be complex. The total number of real parameters in the states 兩f 共1兲典 is dN ⫻ dN = d2N.
Consider a different set of m parties. Again calculate the
reduced states of 兩典N for these parties and purify it to a pure
state 兩共2兲典 of the system plus environment using the environment spanned by 兩1典 , 兩2典 , . . . , 兩dN典. This will lead to a different set of dN states of the environment, 兩f 共2兲典. We will shortly
be requiring that 兩共1兲典 = 兩共2兲典 and therefore the states 兩f 共2兲典,
lie in the span of the fixed basis of 兩1典 , 兩2典 , . . . , 兩dN典. The
number of real parameters describing the dN vectors 兩f 共2兲典 is
2d2N. Proceeding in this way for each possible set of m parties, we find that the total number of parameters describing
the 兩f 共A兲典 关for A = 1 , . . . , 共 mN 兲兴 is

冋冉 冊 册

共20兲

From above,
P − C = d2N −

冉冊

N 2m
d .
m

共21兲

Thus for m 艋 N / 2, d 艌 2, P ⬎ C. The number of constraints is
insufficient to uniquely specify the parameters and so, for N
even, the reduced states in N / 2 parties do not uniquely determine the state; for N odd, reduced states in 共N − 1兲 / 2 parties do not uniquely define the state.
IV. QUANTUM JIGSAW PUZZLES

兩f dN 典 = ␣dN,1兩1典 + ␣dN,2兩2典 + ¯ + ␣dN,dN兩dN典.

P = d2N + 2

N
N 2m
−1 +
d .
m
m

B. Finding the lower bound on m

⯗
共1兲

冋冉 冊 册 冉 冊

冋冉 冊 册

N
N
− 1 d2N = d2N 2
−1 .
m
m

共19兲

A. Counting constraint equations

There are two types of constraint on the 兩f 共A兲典. First each
set of 兩f 共A兲典, for fixed A, must satisfy equations like 共17兲
which ensure that the purifications associated with these
兩f 共A兲典 reduce to the correct m-party reduced state.
The number of constraint equations for each A is d2m, so
that the total number of equations of this type is 共 mN 兲d2m 共this
is an overestimate since many of these equations will be
dependent兲.
The second set of constraints is that the purifications arising from each set of m parties are equal. The fact that
兩共1兲典 = 兩共2兲典 leads to 2d2N equations. Thus the total number
of equations of this type 共equating 兩共1兲典 to each of the other
purifications兲 is 2d2N关共 mN 兲 − 1兴.

The considerations in previous sections lead us to address
the following general 共and related兲 questions. First, given
some partial information about a putative quantum state 共for
example a set of reduced states兲 how does one check that this
partial information is indeed consistent with one 共or more兲
pure or mixed states. For example, for a state of three parties
A , B , C one might be given three particular two-party density
matrices AB , BC , AC. One would like to be able to determine whether these three states are possible reduced states of
any three-party quantum state ABC.
A second, more general, question is to determine conditions under which partial information about a putative quantum state is in fact legitimate. Referring to the example in the
previous paragraph, rather than aiming to produce an algorithm which determines whether the given AB , BC , AC are
reduced states of any ABC, one would like to have a set of
conditions satisfied by the two-party reduced states of ABC
共pure or mixed兲. Despite the similarity of these two questions
it should be clear that algorithms for solving them may be
rather different.
These questions are two versions of the task of, given a
set of parts of quantum states, testing if there exists any state
with these parts. In the same spirit, one might take a jumble
of puzzle pieces and check to see if there exists a jigsaw
puzzle of which these are the parts. One could test if a set of
pieces make a whole puzzle by either trying to make that
puzzle 共testing a given set of parts兲 or checking the pieces
against a system of rules 共finding general compatibility conditions兲.
In this section we aim to show that both questions fall
within the area of real algebraic geometry. The physical
questions associated with compatibility of partial information about quantum states may be encoded in two polynomials in real variables; one polynomial is quadratic 共defining a
sphere兲 and the other cubic. Computational real algebraic
geometry is an active field of current research with considerable effort being devoted to finding algorithms for pre-
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cisely the problems important here. We believe that it is intrinsically interesting to identify the part of mathematics
within which questions of compatibility of partial information about quantum states lie. One would also like to have
methods for solving instances of the problems. In fact our
problems, perhaps not surprisingly, are hard in a strict algorithmic sense. Unfortunately, the best algorithms that we are
aware of are not sufficiently powerful at present to be useful
for interesting cases on modest computers. Nonetheless we
anticipate that, with increased algorithmic and computational
power, this will change. In any case, we argue that techniques, analytic or algorithmic, from real algebraic geometry
are required to solve problems concerning parts of quantum
states.
We start by showing that necessary and sufficient conditions for a Hermitian matrix H to be the density matrix of a
pure state 共i.e., to be a positive, Hermitian matrix with trace
1 and exactly one nonzero eigenvalue兲 are that
Tr共H2兲 = Tr共H3兲 = 1.

共22兲

关Note that Tr共H2兲 = Tr共H兲 = 1 are not sufficient conditions
since they are satisfied by the nonpositive matrix H
= diag共 21 , 21 , 21 , − 21 兲.兴 It is obvious that the density matrix of a
pure state satisfies 共22兲. To see that 共22兲 is sufficient for H to
be a density matrix, consider a basis for H in which it is
n
2i
diagonal with diagonal elements 共1 , . . . , n兲. Then 兺i=1
= 1 implies that each i satisfies −1 艋 i 艋 1. Then
n

n

3i 艋 兺 2i ,
兺
i=1
i=1

共23兲

with equality only when each i = 0 or +1. But our conditions
共22兲 require equality in 共23兲 and hence to be compatible with
n
2i = 1, exactly one i must be equal to +1.
兺i=1
In the first instance, we will illustrate the general issues
concerning partial data for quantum states by considering the
case of states of three qubits. In this setting it is helpful to
write the state in terms of the Bloch decomposition. Any
Hermitian, trace 1, 8 ⫻ 8 matrix may be written as
1
ABC = 共1 丢 1 丢 1 + ␣ii 丢 1 丢 1 + ␤i1 丢 i 丢 1 + ␥i1 丢 1
8
丢

i + Riji 丢  j 丢 1 + Siji 丢 1 丢  j + Tij1 丢 i

丢

 j + Qijki 丢  j 丢 k兲,

共24兲

where the i’s are the Pauli matrices 共which are Hermitian
and traceless兲 and “1” is the 2 ⫻ 2 identity matrix.
共1 , x , y , z兲 form a basis for all 2 ⫻ 2 matrices. Note that
␣i = Tr共Ai兲, Rij = Tr共ABi 丢  j兲, etc. Using this parametrization of ABC, 共22兲 becomes
1
Tr2 = 共1 + ␣i␣i + ␤i␤i + ␥i␥i + SijSij + RijRij + TijTij
8
+ QijkQijk兲
= 1,

共25兲

Tr3 =

1
关1 + 3共␣i␣i + ␤i␤i + ␥i␥i + SijSij + RijRij + TijTij
64
+ QijkQijk兲 + 6共Rij␣i␤ j + Sij␣i␥ j + Tij␤i␥ j + Qijk␣iT jk
+ Qijk␤ jSik + Qijk␥kRij + RkiTijSkj兲 − 6共RijRklRmn
+ SijSklSmn + TijTklTmn兲⑀ikm⑀ jln
− 6QijkQnop共Rlm⑀inl⑀ jom␦kp + Slm⑀inl⑀kpm␦ jo
+ Tlm⑀ jol⑀kpm␦in兲兴
共26兲

= 1.

Note that Eq. 共25兲 defines a sphere. If  satisfies these conditions it is a pure quantum state.
A. Testing a given set of parts

At the beginning of the last section we described two
types of questions concerning parts of quantum states. The
first was, given a particular set of partial information about a
putative state, can one determine whether this information is
legitimate. In the case of three qubits we might be given, for
example, three two-party density matrices AB , BC , AC.
There are some simple compatibility relations which are easily checked, namely, we must have that the one-party states
derived from these two-party states are consistent, i.e.,
TrBAB = TrCAC,

TrBBC = TrAAC,

TrAAB = TrCBC .
共27兲

If these conditions are satisfied, specifying AB , BC , AC is
equivalent to specifying ␣i, ␤i, ␥i, Rij, Sij, Tij for all i,j.
Substituting these values into Eqs. 共25兲 and 共26兲 leads to two
polynomials in the 27 variables Qijk 共in fact they are both
quadratics in this case兲. AB, BC, and AC are legitimate
reduced states of some three-qubit pure state when there is a
set of Qijk satisfying both conditions: i.e., testing compatibility of particular parts of quantum states is equivalent to finding real roots of polynomials.
Thus far we have considered the set AB , BC , AC and
asked whether they are parts of a three-qubit pure state, but it
should be noted that the structure of the problem is essentially the same 共albeit involving more variables兲 for much
more general situations. More general partial data could be
supplied. For example, one might be given only AB and BC
or perhaps only Rij and ␣i. We might also have asked
whether AB , BC , AC are consistent with any mixed state of
ABC 共not just a three-qubit pure state兲. One can always purify a mixed state of three qubits by introducing three further
qubits DEF. 关The most general state of six qubits may be
expressed in a form analogous to 共24兲 but now with terms up
to one of the form Zijklmni 丢 ¯ 丢 n.兴 Thus the question of
the existence of a mixed state compatible with AB , BC , AC
is again that of asking if there is a real solution to a pair of
polynomial equations 共i.e., the equations expressing the purity of ABCDEF兲 given some of the variables. It should be
clear that very general questions concerning compatibility of
some particular partial information about a multiqubit state
can be phrased as whether there are solutions to a pair of
polynomial equations, one quadratic and one at most cubic in
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the variables. Finally in this context we note that for any
dimension of local Hilbert space there are bases consisting of
the identity, together with traceless Hermitian matrices; thus
our description is not restricted to qubits.
While it is useful to understand the general framework
within which questions of compatibility of reduced states lie,
unfortunately, Eqs. 共25兲 and 共26兲 are hard to solve in practice. Finding the real roots of systems of equations in a large
number of variables is a frontier area of computational research 关8–11兴. Our pair of polynomials, the quadratic p1
= Tr共2兲 − 1 = 0 and the cubic p2 = Tr共3兲 − 1 = 0, can be expressed as a single order-6 polynomial: p21 + p22 = 0. One of the
best algorithmic bounds for the number of arithmetic steps to
find a real root is exponential in the number of unknowns
关12兴 共see also 关13,14兴兲, and so doubly exponential in the
number of parties.
B. Finding compatibility conditions

In the introductory remarks to this section we described a
slightly different question which we would like to answer.
What conditions must a set of parts of quantum states satisfy
such that there exists a compatible quantum state?
In the case of three qubits, rather than solving for Qijk for
particular ␣i , . . . , Tij values 共as in Sec. IV A兲, one would
rather find the range of ␣i , . . . , Tij values such that there always exist real Qijk satisfying Eqs. 共25兲 and 共26兲. Here one
solves Eqs. 共25兲 and 共26兲 for general ␣i , . . . , Tij, eliminating
Qijk, with the constraint that the variables are reals. Finding
rules that parts of quantum states must satisfy such that there
exists a whole is equivalent to solving a system of equations,
in real variables, for a subset of those variables.
Both analytically and algorithmically this is a hard task.
The first implementable algorithm for eliminating real variables from systems of equations was Collins’s 关15兴 “cylindrical algebraic decomposition.” In terms of the number of
arithmetical steps required, this has a worst-case running
time doubly exponential in the number of variables 共here the
number of variables is the number of real coefficients in our
decomposition, ⬃dN for N d-dimensional subsystems兲. Subsequent authors 共e.g., 关16兴兲 have produced theoretical algorithms that are singly exponential in the number of variables.
It should be noted that this approach generalizes to N parties,
in higher dimensions, and for different sets of parts of interest.
Using a more advanced version of Collins’s algorithm
关17兴 we made a proof of principle in the simplest case. The
conditions for two one-party reduced states A and B to be
compatible with a two-party pure state are known: the eigenvalues of A and B must be the same. This is equivalent to
the conditions ␣i = ± ␤i, ␣2i 艋 1. The algorithm showed that
these are sufficient conditions by elimination of Rij from
simplified two-party versions of Eqs. 共25兲 and 共26兲 关18兴
共showing necessity was not tractable during the time allocated兲. Despite the unfavorable complexity of finding compatibility conditions algorithmically, there is hope that, with
optimized programs, advances can be made. Known necessary conditions 关5,19兴 could be shown to be sufficient for
small numbers of parties.

Given these algorithmic challenges, it is natural to apply
ad hoc techniques to solve specific subproblems. A restricted
form of the above question is whether a set of parts have a
compatible pure state. There are two conditions which are
necessary but, in general, not sufficient for a set of reduced
states to be parts of a pure quantum states. 共1兲 As noted
above, if the states have parties in common, their reduced
states in these common parties alone must be the same. For
example, for AB and BC, TrAAB = TrCBC. 共2兲 By the
Schmidt decomposition, pairs of reduced states that are a
bipartite division of pure states must have the same eigenvalues. Satisfying property 1 alone is insufficient for there to
exist a compatible pure state: the set AB = BC = AC
= 1 / 2共兩00典 + 兩11典兲共具00兩 + 具11兩兲 has consistent one-party reduced states but there is no pure three-party state with these
reduced states 关1兴. Both 共1兲 and 共2兲 are still not sufficient for
a set of states to be compatible with a pure state. Consider
the states
1
AB = 关兩00典具00兩 + 兩11典具11兩 + 兩01典具01兩 + 兩10典具10兩 + 兩00典具01兩
4
− 兩10典具11兩 + 兩01典具00兩 − 兩11典具10兩兴,
1
BC = 关兩00典具00兩 + 兩11典具11兩兴,
2
1
2

AC = 关兩00典具00兩 + 兩11典具11兩兴.

共28兲
共29兲

共30兲

These satisfy both properties 1 and 2 but there is no state
compatible with AB, BC, AC 共the most general pure state
compatible with BC and AC is 共1 / 冑2兲共兩000典 + ei兩111典兲 but
this cannot reduce to AB兲.
Diosi 关20兴 notes that, by the Schmidt decomposition,
given any pair of overlapping reduced states of a pure state
兩典ABC 共e.g., AB, BC where systems A, B, C, might not be
equidimensional兲 the original state is almost always the only
pure state compatible with them 关21兴. We note that it is fairly
straightforward to convert this result into a set of compatibility conditions that are necessary and sufficient for reduced
states AB, BC to be the reduced states of a pure state.
V. CONCLUSION

We have provided tight bounds on the size of the parts
that are a sufficient description of almost all pure states and
we have placed these questions in the framework of real
algebraic geometry which is suitable for all such tasks involving parts of quantum states.
The first part of this paper tells us that almost all pure
quantum states contain no higher-order correlations which
are not determined by correlations within parts slightly bigger than half the whole state. Exceptional states that do not
have this property are of interest. The N-party GreenbergerHorne-Zeilinger state, 共1 / 冑2兲关兩0典 丢 N + ei兩1典 丢 N兴 has irreducible N-party entanglement: its entanglement cannot be asymptotically and reversibly converted into entanglement
between fewer than N parties 关22,23兴. It is also “partwise”
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irreducible—no set of its reduced states can uniquely determine the state. A better understanding of the connection between these two kinds of irreducibility, and whether one implies the other, would be desirable. It is easy to construct
nongeneric N-party states that are not determined by their
m-party reduced states: it is interesting to understand what
properties these states have, and to find the set of all such
states 共this was done for three-qubit states in 关1兴兲. Finally,
while we have given proofs that reduced states of roughly
half the number of parties determine N-party pure states, we

do not have a simple understanding of why this should be the
case.
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